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Inside would be even darker. Only the glowing of the newly formed ghouls would be crawling around. From
one of the stairwells, footsteps could be heard and a glowing flame could be seen. The monsters growled at the
person coming, but then they started to cower in fear looking at the menacing being before them. It was a
petrifying, yet attractive mobian wearing a leather tank top with a matching skirt. She also had a demon tail
and wings to match. Behind her was the royal princess of Soleanna floating while being bounded by chains
and locks. Your guards are gone, your servants are useless. As far as anyone else knows, your safe and sound.
She will be safe and soundâ€¦. Deep in the shadows came a bat flying over to the two, following another, and
then a third. Within seconds the entire room was filled with bats that started swarming into one being. The
princess had never seen anything so dark and mysterious appear in such an elegant matter. Even with all the
ghastly looking bats, a figure appeared from their grisly presence. A mobian bat with fur as purple as the night
sky just moments after sunset, her dress black and tattered, her black-crimson wings opening, and her long
flowing hair blowing in the wind. The new mobian opened her violet, glowing eyes, staring at the demonic
figure before her. Once I free her from your grasp, and end you where you stand" "Darcy, old girl! Real
queen-like of you to run away from your people. What difference does it make? The princess gazed on it in
horror. She then tossed a blue rock over to Darcy. Darcy then suddenly fell to the ground grunting and
groaning in pain. I got a date with an old friend of the princess and her family! The princess then turned over
to the monsters who were looking at them through the door. Her options were very limited. She grabbed the
stone and threw it out the window. Darcy started panting as she slowly got up. The monsters slowly start to
crawl over to her and the princess who started to back away in fear. They are now followers of the radiant
dark. Three of the servants got up and came up to Darcy. The servants bowed walking out of the room.
Moments later, a fire was started in the trophy room. Darcy and Elise were sitting by the fire on a couch. A
servant came hover setting down some snacks and two drinks. The princess was silent during the time the
ladies prepared the treats. Darcy reached over and started drinking her cup. For over years, people have
protected this world. During my reign, I would carry out the legacy, but then an organization cloaked in blue,
saw us as demons and sought to do away with us. My husband and I were sent off by our followers who
wanted our kind to live on. So how are you here now? And where is this husband? After that, I went in search
for my husband, as well as those who were worthy of becoming the new Cramoisi; the followers of radiant
darkness. With my new legion slowly building up, I was able to find my husband and wake him as well. I only
wish to live in peace with you and everyone, but it would seem there are others who wish otherwise. You see,
my clan of vampires do not just bite whomever we please, a hidden spirt known as Sonaura is around us. It
guides us and helps us seek those who are worthy of it. It helps us find possible brothers and sisters. However,
those who were not chosen by Sonaura can still be affected by the changes of it, but as a result of not having
the proper character, they become a lower class of followers. They become savage and primal thralls that
strive to get blood from wherever they can find it. They refer to me and naturally born Cramoisi as their
masters. This is the fate that has befallen your servants, and a number of your citizens" The princess got up
dropping her cup. Why would you let this happen?! But there is someone roaming about the city transforming
people into Cramoisi, without approval from me, my husband, or Sonaura. And with my spouse and I not at
full power, we have become vulnerable. The servants started hissing and snarling. The princess was lost in the
violet stare of the queen. The servants stood back giving the queen some space as she continued her meal. She
pulled from her neck licking her lips. She then quickly grabbed the princess before she fell after losing
consciousness. Despite of this you still carry a kind and gentle heart. The princess then started to shake
violently and scream. Darcy walked over to the castle window looking at the moon. He spimed while holding
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his cane. Behind him came Mora bowing and showing him the urn. A nightly stroll Soleanna is split into
seven different districts. The Damson District, the closest one to the forest, has been closed off due to the
recent attack. GUN was stationed on the most southern part of the city to offer protection from the Cramoisi.
The whole city has been on high alert for almost twelve whole hours. But during this time around, more issues
rose to the surface. On the east side of the city, just a few miles off the coast several torpedo projectiles were
closing in from underwater. Around the coast were several GUN navy ships patrolling the city, the torpedoes
were able to pass by them with ease. It was like they were being carefully controlled. Over the radio were
similar replies over the communication. She looked through a pair of binoculars with her bat wings slowly
flapping in the air. How many we looking at? Everything is in position, captain. He was wearing a fedora and
a long trench coat. He was eating loudly. Toss me another one" The cook turned around looking at all of plates
he had eaten. The stack was over twenty-four plates tall!. He then heard his cell phone ring. He stopped
chanting and looked at it, seeing one text. That part of the city is offâ€¦. As the torpedo disassembled it was
reforming around the mobians until it took the form of two wrist and ankle bands, and a breastplate. Despite
its seemingly heavy attire, it was actually very light. Light enough for all the team members to travel into the
city, or into the shadows of the allies. Captain are you here?! He first started moonwalking over to them and
danced without turning around. He then looked up smiling pulling out two weapons of his own. Before they
knew it the two of them were pulled into each other hitting their heads knocking each other out. He acted
casual as he advanced, turning around, dancing and singing to the song. In his own way.. Rich walks warily
down the street, With the brim pulled way down low More guards came running at the mobian armed. Some
were also looking down at him from the perch of their lookouts, aiming downward at them about to fire. Are
you ready for this? Are you hanging on the edge of your seat? As one came up about to shoot he quickly
punched him in the face and threw him into another one. He then spun his weapons which transformed into
two separate blasters. He then spun around holding up his guns.
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Design[ edit ] The Lion-class battlecruisers, nicknamed the "Splendid Cats", [4] were designed by Philip
Watts , the Director of Naval Construction , to be as superior to the new German battlecruisers of the Moltke
class as the German ships were to the Invincible class. She had an overall length of feet She had a metacentric
height of 5. Each set consisted of a high-pressure ahead-and-astern turbine driving an outboard shaft, and a
low-pressure ahead-and-astern turbine driving an inner shaft. Her secondary armament consisted of 16 BL
4-inch Mk VII guns , most of which were mounted in casemates in the superstructure. The gun fired a To
align their guns on the target, the turret crewmen had to follow pointers whose position was transmitted from
the director. The thickness of the nickel steel deck ranged from 1 to 2. Nickel-steel torpedo bulkheads 2. The
battlecruisers headed south at full speed at Princess Royal arrived at Halifax on 21 November, then spent
several days off New York City before she steamed down to the Caribbean to guard against the possibility that
Graf Spee would use the Panama Canal. Battle of Dogger Bank Positions in the battle On 23 January a force
of German battlecruisers under the command of Admiral Franz von Hipper sortied to clear the Dogger Bank of
any British vessels that might be collecting intelligence on German movements. The British were reading the
German coded messages , and a large battlecruiser force under Admiral Beatty, aboard Lion, sailed to
intercept. Contact was initiated at 7: The other ships followed a few minutes later but the extreme range and
decreasing visibility meant they did not start scoring hits until 9: Moltke and Derfflinger combined their fire to
badly damage Lion over the next hour, even with Princess Royal attacking Derfflinger. Beatty ordered
Indomitable to attack her at Soon afterwards Lion lost her remaining dynamo to the rising water, which
knocked out all remaining light and power. Beatty tried to correct the mistake, but he was so far behind the
leading battlecruisers that his signals could not be read in the smoke and haze. He boarded Princess Royal at
By way of contrast, her sister Lion made four hits out of shells fired, a rate of 1. She also fired two The
British had decoded the German radio messages, and left their bases before the Germans put to sea. Beatty
altered course to the east, as he was still too far north to cut Hipper off. The Germans opened fire first at 3:
The British ships were still in the process of making their turn as only the two leading ships, Lion and Princess
Royal, had steadied on their course when the Germans opened fire. The German fire was accurate from the
start, with two hits on Princess Royal within the first three minutes. This manoeuvre exposed Lion to the fire
of the German battlecruisers, and the smoke from multiple successful hits caused Derfflinger to lose sight of
Princess Royal and switch targets to Queen Mary at 4: Around this time, Queen Mary was hit multiple times
in quick succession and her forward magazines exploded. Beatty continued south for another two minutes to
confirm the sighting before ordering his force to turn north. The British battlecruisers turned north, then
north-east, to try to rendezvous with the main body of the Grand Fleet , and at 5: Facing the setting sun, the
Germans could not make out the British ships and turned away to the north-east at 5: Inflexible opened fire at
8: The British battlecruisers and German pre-dreadnoughts exchanged fire; the Germans only fired a few times
before turning away to the west because of poor visibility and the more accurate British gunnery, and
disappeared into the mist around 8: She then sailed for Plymouth, where permanent repairs were completed on
15 July, and returned to Rosyth by 21 July. Princess Royal was hit nine times during the battleâ€”six times by
Derfflinger during the "Run to the South", twice by Markgraf during the "Run to the North", and once by
Posen just after II Battle Squadron appearedâ€”with 22 killed and 81 injured. The battlecruiser fired only A
torpedo fired at the German pre-dreadnoughts failed to hit. On the evening of 18 August, the Grand Fleet put
to sea in response to a deciphered message that the High Seas Fleet, minus the II Squadron, would be leaving
harbour that night. The Germans planned to bombard the port of Sunderland on the 19th, with extensive
reconnaissance provided by airships and submarines. Scheer steered south-eastward pursuing a lone British
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battle squadron reported by an airship, which was in fact the Harwich Force under Commodore Tyrwhitt.
Realising their mistake, the Germans then set course for home. The only contact came in the evening when
Tyrwhitt sighted the High Seas Fleet but was unable to achieve an advantageous attack position before dark,
and broke off. Both the British and German fleets returned home; two British light cruisers, HMS Nottingham
and Falmouth had been sunk by submarines, and the German dreadnought Westfalen had been damaged by a
torpedo. She sailed with the 1st BCS on 12 December after German destroyers sank seven ships of a
Norway-bound convoy, including HMS Partridge , four naval trawlers and four cargo ships earlier that day,
but the British were unable to intercept and returned to base the following day. However, the Germans were
too far ahead of the British, and no shots were fired. See Roberts , p.
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A tabloid journalist, a former boxer, two chauffeurs and three policemen all faced off against Ball, but it was
the princess herself, a force to be reckoned with in her own right, who kept Ball distracted from his goal,
Around 8 p. A bearded man with light red hair exited the car and, holding two handguns, charged towards the
rear of the limo. Inspector Beaton, 31, assumed that the man was a disgruntled driver and stepped out to meet
him. From six feet away, the assailant shot the officer in his right shoulder. The previous November, the
year-old princess had married a commoner â€” Mark Phillips, a Captain in the British army. The two had met
through equestrian circles: A year-old victim of mental illness, Ball had rented a car under the name of John
Williams, in which police would later find two pairs of handcuffs, Valium tranquilizers, and a ransom letter
addressed to the Queen. Ball asked that the Queen have the money stored in 20 unlocked suitcases and put on
a plane destined for Switzerland. Queen Elizabeth II herself, wrote Ball, need to appear on the plane to
confirm the authenticity of her signatures on needed paperwork. Inspector Beaton tried to shoot Ian Ball, but
his wounded shoulder hurt his aim. After firing once, his gun jammed. Anne sat on the other side. Beaton took
the opportunity to jump back in the limo. He placed himself between the couple and their assailant, who shot
into the car. Ball then shot him a third time, causing a wound that forced Beaton out of the car and onto the
ground. Ball shot him in the chest and Callender fell back into the car. The scariest part, he remembered, was
feeling like a caged animal when police officers started arriving. Police Constable Michael Hills, 22, was first
on the scene. Patrolling nearby when he heard the sounds of a struggle, he assumed the conflict was over a car
accident. He approached Ball and touched his shoulder. The gunman turned and shot Hills in the stomach.
Before collapsing, Hills maintained enough strength to radio his station. Ronald Russell, a company cleaning
executive, was driving home from work when he saw the scene on the side of the road. He approached on foot
after seeing Ian Ball confront Officer Hills. Another motorist, a chauffeur named Glenmore Martin, had
parked his car in front of the white Ford to keep Ball from escaping. He also tried to distract Ball, but when
the gunman aimed at him, Martin turned to help Officer Hills on the side of the road. Recognizing the insignia
on the limo, he knew a member of the royal family was in danger. McConnell fell to the road, now the third
man bleeding onto the pavement. Ronald Russell approached from behind and punched Ball in the back of the
head. While the former boxer distracted the gunman, Anne reached for the door handle on the opposite side of
the backseat. She opened it and pushed her body backwards out of the car. As Ball ran around the car towards
the princess, she jumped back in with Phillips, shutting the door. Ronald Russell then punched Ball in the face.
More police officers were now witnessing the action. Princess Anne noticed their presence made Ian Ball
nervous. As he pulled up to the scene in his own car, he saw a man take off with a gun through St. Later, they
learned that earlier that month, Ball had rented a home on a dead-end road in Hampshire, five miles away from
Sandhurst Military Academy, also the home of Princess Anne and Captain Phillips. Journalists scrambled to
pull together theories on how a mentally ill, unemployed man could have masterminded a well-funded
kidnapping attempt on his own. An office clerk told a reporter that the police had traced a typewriter that Ball
had rented to write the ransom letter. Scotland Yard dismissed any connection between that group and Ian
Ball. One month before, a group identifying as the Symbionese Liberation Army had kidnapped Patricia
Hearst. In its communication with the Hearst family, the SLA said that they would return the young woman if
her family donated what would amount to millions of dollars of food to hungry Californians. It agreed with his
request that the findings of the investigation remain confidential. Secretary Jenkins told the papers that he
ordered an increase in royal protection but refused to comment on the details. Sentenced to a life term in a
mental health facility, he has spent at least part of his internment at Broadmoor, a high-security psychiatric
hospital. In , Ball penned a letter to a member of Parliament in which he claimed that the attempted
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kidnapping was a hoax, and that he was framed. The two talked for ten minutes before the queen could
summon help. The day after the attack, Princess Anne and Captain Mark Phillips returned to routine at their
home on the grounds of Sandhurst: While Scotland Yard refuses to release specifics on SO14, an internal
police budget in revealed that it spent approximately She is the author of We Is Got Him: The Kidnapping
that Changed America, and writes about history and culture for Smithsonian.
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A High School Sci-Fi Gender Bender Adventure. The story of Ronin Kassius, a male 1st year high school student living
on the colonized world of Teloria, who finds himself an unwilling participant in the Gun Princess Royale championship,
where competitors known as Gun Princesses battle for the title.

But the princesses have some shocking secrets of their own. Princess Beatrice previously dated a convict.
Liuzzo was arrested for manslaughter after severely beating a man to death. We all have our own journeys and
have to learn our way, but Beatrice is a sensible girl â€¦ with many friends including Paolo. We must trust her
judgment. Prince William disliked another one of her boyfriends. Beatrice was in a relationship with Dave
Clarke for a decade and, by all accounts, he was well-liked by the royals â€” well, most of the royals. Eugenie
went against palace protocol with this move. Moreover, when Meghan Markle and the prince got serious with
their relationship, she promptly deleted her Instagram. She gained tens of thousands of followers within hours
of signing up. Ferguson and Prince Andrew do have their own Instagram accounts and used that platform to
congratulate their daughter on her engagement in January There have been times where neither one of them
were working, but were going on holidays constantly. Nowadays though, the sisters are said to have jobs, but
the public knows very little about what they actually do. The duchess thought Beatrice had a weight problem
at age 8. Their parents separated when they were young, and the tabloids have a field day with their salacious
stories. Not long after they divorced, their mother put on weight. She put her daughter on her first diet when
she was just 8 years old. Beatrice and Eugenie have had a lot of family drama. In , photos of the Duchess of
York sunbathing topless while having her toes sucked by a man who was not her husband were published. She
was also accused of having multiple affairs while married to Prince Andrew. But the Duke of York was no
angel either, and, in , it revealed that he had a friendship with a convicted pedophile. Follow Michelle Kapusta
on Twitter philamichelle. Follow The Cheat Sheet on Facebook!
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Yue was born with an unknown illness; as an infant, she was still and quiet, as though asleep, and her parents
feared she would die. The Moon Spirit gifted her with part of its own life force, saving her life and turning her
hair white as a side effect. Thus, her parents named her Yue, for the moon. After awkwardly flirting with her,
the two soon began to arrange meetings. Although affection budded between the two, Yue was bound in an
arranged marriage to Hahn, who had more love for her high status than for Yue herself. He boasted once to
Sokka that "she [came] with the most perks". Sokka and Yue came to realize their love for each other, but she
could not bear to continue their meetings because they conflicted so strongly with her responsibilities to her
tribe. Sokka eventually became angered when Yue insisted that being together was "wrong" and that it was her
duty to marry Hahn for her people, to which Sokka replied that she was not marrying her people. Iroh , who
appeared on scene, saw that she had been touched by the Moon Spirit. He reminded Yue of this, and she once
again acted dutifully to her tribe, sacrificing herself in order to give back the life that the Moon Spirit had
given her as a newborn. Her spirit appeared before him shortly after, wearing a long white gown. She
whispered, "Goodbye, Sokka. I will always be with you," and the two shared a final kiss before she vanished
completely. The hallucination of Yue angrily told him that he failed to protect her, reflecting the guilt he felt
about her death. Yue took it upon herself to meet the Avatar in the Spirit World. She informed him of the
damage that had taken place to the Avatar Spirit and explained how to return to his body, further instructing
him to seek out the past four Avatars while avoiding Koh , the Face Stealer. Yue subsequently assisted him in
his impressive feat of waterbending to get himself to safety, utilizing her powers as the Moon Spirit. In the
audience, Sokka wept as Suki looked on in confusion, as Sokka had never told the full story of Yue. Sokka
shushed her, still crying, showing that he still cared for Yue. Yue was kind, sweet, and gentle. She had a deep
sense of loyalty and duty to her tribe. She offered hope to others, and was courageous enough to sacrifice her
own life to save the Moon Spirit and the Water Tribe. Along with her compassion, however, Yue also hid a
great deal of guilt over being openly affectionate toward Sokka while engaged to Hahn.
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Some people may find this totally unbelievable and shocking! There have also been questions about whether
Diana is even buried on the island. I know these reports are true from my own sources. She said that the
crematorium at the church was working late into the night. Betty Andrews, the former cook and housekeeper
at Althorp, is quoted by Star magazine as saying: While researching this book I was introduced to Christine
Fitzgerald, a brilliant and gifted healer, who was a close friend and confidant of Diana for nine years. There is
a very good reason for Diana using this description of the Windsors. It took place in the first seven days of
July , just before Diana and Charles were married on the 29th. This period is the last seven days of the cycle of
the Oak Tree, according to esoteric law, and the ritual was called The Awakening of the Bride. This is a ritual
for all females of the 13 bloodlines who are going to be in publicly high positions and marry reptilians to
produce the new generation of rulers. Diana was told that she should consider her union with Prince Charles as
only a means to produce heirs and nothing else. Camilla Parker-Bowles was his consort, not her. Diana was
told that if she ever revealed the truth about them, she would be killed. Arizona says it was of reptilian shape
and size and had needle-like protrusions designed to superficially puncture the walls of the vagina and cause
bleeding. Now do people understand why Diana suffered from bulimia and serious emotional problems from
the time she married Charles? But Philip was subordinate in the hierarchy to the Queen Mother, Diana said.
She said she hated the Queen Mother and the Queen Mother hated her. And what else were they giving her?
The Queen Mother is a lot older than people think. They take pieces of flesh and rebuild the body from one
little bit. This place was a bus stop for many different aliens. All these aliens, they could cope with everything,
including the noxious gases. They can manifest how they want to. All the real knowledge has been taken out
and shredded and put back in another way. They are just in awe of these people because they are so powerful.
They will find reptile fossils, it goes back that far. Think of them as the same person which after a while has
had to replace their coat. Fear is their food, they can actually take fear and manifest it into a tangible thing.
The key is the vibrational current. At that vibrational current, they can manifest anything from anything. Its
like a holographic image. We are all minerals and water vibrating. This is all an illusion we are living in. They
will manifest in another form. The reptiles have never been defeated and this is the closest they have come to
it. This is their most frightening time, but this is not going to kill them. She was not aware when she told me
this of my own research into reptilians. Christine Fitzgerald, thanks to her insider contacts and her knowledge
of metaphysics, had been able to grasp the biggest secret: And also that the Windsors are one of these reptilian
bloodlines. Christine also knew about the reptile Satanic rituals, the sexual rites and the widespread sacrifice
of children. She said it is the pure essence of the pre-pubescent the reptiles want. This was told to me by one
of the participants. They were all couples. The lights used to go out at a certain time and they all swapped
round and did their things. These people are nasty pieces of work, sweetheart, these people are nasty. Nothing
you can think of can ever be as nasty as they really are. My chin was on the couch now, hearing about all these
orgies at the palace. So even that was ritual. Everything about them is ritualâ€¦ all that heraldry, all that pomp
and ceremony. Negative energy gets drawn to negative energy. But it was more than that. Only a few weeks
before this book went to press, and months after Christine gave me her information in England, I was
contacted by a friend in the United States who was deprogramming a very high level mind controlled slave
from Project Monarch. He believes her to be the highest ranked woman in the Satanic hierarchy in the United
States and she was one of only three Mother Goddesses in the world. At the time my friend and Arizona had
no idea what Christine Fitzgerald had said. Arizona had been programmed and trained since childhood to
become a Mother Goddess who conducted Satanic rituals at the highest levels of the Brotherhood all over the
world. She described to my friend the inside of many secret and underground facilities that he has personally
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seen. What she described was accurate every time. He also checked her story with other contacts and the truth
of her memories was continually confirmed. What she told my friend, and later told me on audio and video
tape, supports the information supplied by other slaves and by Christine Fitzgerald about the Windsors and
their true nature. The Brotherhood obsession with Scotland, she said, was because there are many entrances
there into the inner-Earth where the physical reptilians live. Glamis Castle is built on the site of an 11th
century royal hunting lodge and the present building dates from around She said that during the sacrificial
rituals the Queen wears a cloak of gold fabric inlaid with rubies and black onyx. The Queen and Charles have
their own ritual goblets, inlaid with precious stones signifying their Illuminati-Brotherhood rank. This also
supports a claim made to me by another recovered slave who said she had seen the Queen physically beaten by
someone above her in Satanic rank. She also confirmed that Lord Mountbatten was a paedophile and that the
Windsors are reptilians in human form. Her interview with me was taped, as were the ones with Christine
Fitzgerald, and copies are now at various addresses. The video interview with Arizona is available and details
are at the back of the book. I stress that this Mother Goddess had no idea what Christine Fitzgerald had told
me and yet their statements match again and again. None of her cohorts even trusted her. They have named an
altar mind control programme after her. They call it the Black Queen. I have seen her sacrifice people. I
remember her pushing a knife into someone s rectum the night that two boys were sacrificed. One was 13 and
the other You need to forget that the Queen Mother appears to be a frail old woman. When she shape-shifts
into a reptilian she becomes very tall and strong. Some of them are so strong they can rip out a heart and they
all grow by several feet when they shape-shift. The Queen Mother looks basically the same, but there are
differences. She also has like bumps on her head and her eyes are very frightening. I have seen him sacrifice
children. When Andrew shape-shifts, he looks more like one of the lizards. Who are you going to tell, who is
going to believe you? They feel that it is their birth-right and they love it. The Queen and the Queen Mother
were also there. It was on December 24th at the ritual of the old king and the new king. But he would have
seen a baby being born and introduced as the new king and the sacrifice of an old man. He was being groomed
because my understanding of it was that people are picked out and groomed for certain positions. And to be
considered for those positions you have to accept the reality and the necessity and the sovereignty of the
Illuminati, and that the reptilians run the show. I remember seeing him talking to the royals about something.
They were all in it together and still are. She said Diana was also three months pregnant when she died. Diana
would probably not have known this, she said, because the techniques the Brotherhood use often mean that the
women continue to menstruate for some months before they are officially confirmed to be pregnant. If Diana
was, as appears highly likely, a product of the mind control programme, those who plotted her murder could
have ensured all that they required to play out their ritual to perfection. She would have accepted the invitation
from Al Fayed at the right time, fallen for Dodi Fayed, agreed to go to Paris for the night and so on. She could
also have been, like Arizona, impregnated artificially and have no recollection of it. Then there was the weight
gain and the weight loss. The bulimia and the cutting herself are all signs of a multiple. Some are told that if
you feel bad about yourself or you remember something, cut yourself. To me it was real obvious with Diana.
Chapter 7 : Exact order of Awakening games?
Book One - Awakening the Princess. Ronin Kassius - a 16 year old high school boy attending the prestigious Telos
Academy in the city-state of Ar Telica, on the colonized world of Teloria - finds himself an unwilling participant in the Gun
Princess Royale Tournament, after he is chosen by a powerful and enigmatic family to compete for them.

Chapter 8 : What Princess Diana Knew |
Re-release of the Princess Royale series, known here on RRL as "Gun X Princess". The story of Ronin Kassius, a male
1st year high school student living on the colonized world of Teloria, who finds himself an unwilling participant in the
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Princess Royale Tournament, where competitors known as Gun Princesses battle for the title of Gun Queen, and the
right to compete for the vaunted rank of Gun.

Chapter 9 : The best royal curtsies of all time | Now To Love
Book two in the Gun Princess Royals is a great sequel to the first book. This one has a lot more action in it and has a
great flow of events that keep the reader interested. Everything that happens tied very well together and has a smooth
reading to it.
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